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Pre-Service English Teachers’ Professional Identity
Construction through Lesson Design and Delivery
of English Remedial Education
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Abstract
Teacher identity affects how language teaching is played out. Teachers’ identity
influences how they view themselves in terms of their professional work and lives.

d

This study explored 32 pre-service English teachers’ professional identity construction
through lesson design and the delivery of remedial education to six elementary school
sixth-graders in a language teacher education program in a northern city in Taiwan.
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On the basis of analysis of the written metaphors, pre-service teachers’ final projects,
and inter views, this study of fers the following major findings. First, these preservice English teachers’ identity was constructed by changing from being an English
teacher and a big brother or sister to simply being an English teacher. Such identity
construction was closely interrelated with their substance (meeting sixth graders’
needs and helping them enjoy learning English), their authority source (university
course, universit y instructor, cooperative teacher, team members, classroom
observation), and self-practice (teaching practice, lesson plan, and teaching aid
designs). In order to make English teachers’ identity constructed in dynamic and
social context, two suggestions are made.
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職前英語教師透過英語補救教學的教案設計和
教學實踐建構專業認同
* 簡靜雯
摘 要
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教師認同影響語言教學，教師的認同影響他們如何看待他們自己在專業工作和職場生活
中。本文探討在臺灣北部語言師資培育課程中的 32 位職前英語教師，透過英語補救教學
的教案設計和教學實踐實施於六位國小六年級學生之建構專業認同。透過分析撰寫的隱
喻、職前英語教師的期末報告和訪談，本研究有下列結論：第一、職前英語教師的認同從
原本的英語老師、大姐姐或大哥哥，到最後是英文老師。這樣的認同建構與某些要素相關
[ 符合六年級學生需求和幫助他們喜歡學英文 ]、權威來源 [ 大學課程、大學教授、小學
輔導老師、小組成員、教室觀察 ] 以及自我練習 [ 教學練習、教案和教具製作 ]。為了幫
自我助英文老師在多變和社會情境下建構認同，本研究提出兩點建議。
關鍵詞：認同建構、教案設計、職前英語教師、專業認同、補救教學
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“professional English teachers.”. Therefore,

Introduction

the Ministry of Education (2011) has identified
the importance of training in English remedial

A new direction of language teacher

education and curriculum development.
The current empirical studies on English

language teachers are, what their identities

remedial education in Taiwan’s elementary

are, and what roles they play (Varghese, 2007).

schools are mainly focused on types of remedial

According to Beijaard, Verloop, and Vermunt

education models, instr uctional activities

(2000), “teachers’ perceptions of their own

and language foci, learners’ improvements in

professional identity affect their efficacy and

terms of English skills and abilities, and the

professional development as well as their

strengths and weaknesses of implementation

ability and willingness to cope with educational

of remedial education (Chang, 2006; Chien,

change and to implement innovations in their

2013; Huang, 2007), but none of them focuses

own teaching practice” (p.750). Beauchamp

on English teachers’ identity construction. This

and Thomas (2009) claim that much recent

study explored 32 pre-service English teachers’

literature on teacher education highlights the

professional identity construction through

importance of identity in teacher development;

lesson design and the delivery of remedial

however, very little has been done to explain

education to six sixth-graders. It aimed to

the process of identity construction within the

discuss their identity in practice, authority

context of language teaching (Cross & Gearon,

source, and self-practice in remedial education

2007).

in collaboration with a local elementary school

jte
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research has focused on understanding who

Remedial instr uction is ar ranged for

and a language teacher education program. It

students who have temporarily fallen behind in

considers the following two questions. First,

their studies and for students in need of special

what was the pre-service teachers’ professional

assistance. Instruction starts immediately after

identity before and after this English remedial

the diagnosis of a learning disability to help the

education? Second, how was the pre-service

students catch up with their studies. College

teachers’ professional identity constructed

students or pre-service teachers in Taiwan are

through this English remedial education?

encouraged to teach remedial education in
elementary school. However, given the lack

Literature Review

of training in English teaching, classroom
management, and instructional strategies,

In this literature review, the researcher
discussed issues such as definitions of identity,
t y pes of ident it y, professional ident it y,
identity construction, current studies on pre-

college students or pre-service teachers are
often considered by elementary school students
as “big brothers or big sisters” rather than as
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and in-service teachers’ identity and identity
construction in English as a second language
(ESL) or English as a foreign language (EFL)
settings. Identity can be defined as who or what
someone is, the various meanings people attach
to themselves, or the meanings attributed by
others (Beijaard, 1995). Varghese, Morgan,
Johnston, and Johnson (2005) categorize two
types of identity: identity-in-practice and
identity in discourse. In identity in practice,
language teacher identity is constituted by
practices in relation to a group and the process
of individual identification or non-identification
with a group; in identity in discourse, agency
is discursively constituted, mainly through
lang uage, focusing pr imar ily on cr itical
reflexivity (p. 39).

Teacher professional identities are defined
in terms of how identities influence themselves,
how individuals see themselves, and how they
live their profession in their settings (Varghese,
2006). Teachers have a self-identity, and an
ought-to-be identity (Nagamine, 2012). In
a teacher certificate program in secondary
education in Taiwan, 40 EFL student teachers
wrote metaphors for language teachers as,
“nurturer, cooperative leader, provider of
knowledge, artist, innovator, provider of tools,
challengers, and repairer.” These metaphors

d

ref lected their beliefs of English teaching
practice (Lin, Shein, & Yangi, 2012). Lim’s
(2011) analysis of biographies, interviews, and
teaching portfolios of 90 Korean EFL student

separated teachers’ professional identit y

teachers revealed that factors such as career

into three categories: the subject taught, the

pursuit, conceptualizations of a good English

relationship with students, and the teacher’s role

teacher or English teaching, and self-confidence

or role conception. In a later study, Beijaard,

constitute EFL student teachers’ professional

Verloop, and Vermunt (2000) defined a teacher’s

identity.

jte
p

In Beijaard’s (1995) earlier research, he

professional identit y as a subject mat ter

Identity is constructed, maintained, and

expert (e.g., a teacher as classroom manager,

negotiated primarily through discourse (Singh

facilitator of learning), a pedagogical expert

& Richards, 2006; Varghese et al., 2005).

(e.g., a teacher’s involvement in or engagement

Clarke (2008) thinks that language teacher

with students), and a didactical expert (e.g., a

identities should be co-constructed in discourse

teacher’s process orientation, which focuses

and community:

on the lear ners’ processes of k nowledge

T h i n k i ng of ident it y, discou rse and

construction and utilization). However, there

com munities of practice in ter ms of

are no complete definitions of language teacher

categories and labels, and lived practice, as

professional identity, since as Morgan (2004)

the former shape, but are also continually

points out, “There are no identity benchmarks

reshaped, renegotiated and reworked

or task descriptors in bilingual or second

within the practices of day-to-day life.

language education that adequately capture its

This tension between fixation-reification

holistic features” (p. 176).

and negotiation-participation is common
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to social practices and discourses as each

for exploring the theory-practice gap. Jason

shapes and is shaped by identities and

and Roberta this study, two of the pre-service

communities. (p. 39)

secondary ESL teachers, constructed their

Singh and Richards (2006) suggest that

teacher identity differently. Whereas Jason

teacher identity should be “woven” through the

constructed his language teacher identity as a

ideologies, discourses, contents, and approaches

motivator and a transmitter of skills, Roberta

of the course, and the individual teacher’s own

constructed her teacher identity as an advocacy

desire to find meaning in becoming a teacher.

role. Roberta placed language learners in a

A semi-interview and group retrospective

social context where their success was related

of four first-year TESOL (Teaching of English

to how they and their families learned to

to Speakers of Other Languages) students in

negotiate new social and cultural systems.
Moreover, professional identity is related

metaphors, group discussions, and interviews

to social, cultural, and political contexts

of four university students in a three-week

(Beijjard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004; Cross,

teaching practice in Japan in Nagamine (2012),

2006; Miller, 2009; Varghese et al., 2005).

revealed that they gained awareness of teacher-

Garza-Reyna (2011) analyzed the written

student roles and of their own identities as

narratives of 14 participants who were in the

teachers th roug h the ha nds- on teach i ng

process of completing their student teaching

experience in the practicum and methods

in either an elementary generalist or bilingual

courses. Two graduate students in a TESOL

teacher education program at a university in the

program in Kanno and Stuart (2011) regarded

United States. The socio-cultural experience,

their teaching practice as having shaped their

the participants’ interactions with students

identity through honing instructional skills,

from varying linguistic, social, educational,

experiencing a course cycle, and developing

and economic backgrounds, impacted their

expertise. At the same time, their identity

decisions regarding the roles they played in

sh a r p e ne d t hei r pr a ct ice, b e cau se t hey

the process of being teachers.Xu (2012) used

gradually developed their understanding of

interviews, journal protocols, and observation

what it meant to be a language teacher, and

of teachers’ classroom teaching to examine the

became increasingly comfortable with such an

transformation of four novice ESOL (English

identity.

for Speakers of Other Languages) teachers’

jte
p
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the United States in Addiego (2013), and the

Pre-service teachers’ and student teachers’

professional identities in the first years of

professional identity is developed through

teaching in China. There were four different

interaction with students and course content

identities: cue-based (features of social entities),

(Barnawi, 2010; Morgan, 2009). Peercy (2012)

exemplar-based (representative examples of

regarded teacher identity construction as a lens

social entities), rule-based (stipulated by rules),
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Table 1.
Ethico-Political Issues of Doing Teacher identity (Clarke, 2009, p. 191)
Axes
substance

Issues
What aspects of the teachers’ selves do they utilize to constitute their
teaching selves?

authority-sources

What attitudes, beliefs and codes of behavior and discourses do
teachers consider as authority sources informing them how to be a
teacher?

self-practices

What techniques and self-practices do teachers adopt to construct
their teaching selves?

telos

What goals and purposes do teachers have concerning their teaching

d

selves? What kind of teachers do they want to become?
completing a syllabus, and examinations

behaviors in response to a dynamic context).

affected English teachers’ professional identity

Xu (2012) concluded that novice teachers’ cue-

(Trent, 2010). During their teaching practice,

based or exemplar-based imagined identities

these teachers took on, resisted, and rejected

were transformed into rule-based or schema-

different identity positions. In another study, the

based pract iced ident it ies by the m i xed

ten pairs of EFL student teachers, particularly

influences of the institutional contexts of school

Hien and Chinh in Dang (2013), resolved

and dynamic educational contexts. Although

the conflicts and changed their teaching

the institutional pressures seemed to make

professional identities through mentors’ planned

four novice teachers’ imagined identities to

and supervised collaboration.

jte
p

and schema-based (social cognitions and

be negative, their perseverance and agency in

Clarke (2009) emphasized the ethico-

terms of keeping to their imagined identity

political issues arising when teachers encounter

might ultimately deter mi ne the positive

various impediments on their way to exercising

evolution of that identity.

professional agency. Clarke’s framework

English teachers’ identity may be

consisted of four ethico-political axes of teacher

constructed through conflicts between paired

identity in terms of substance, authority sources,

teachers or in placement schools (Dang, 2013;

self-practices, and telos, as in Table 1.

Trent, 2010). Placement schools’ different

He and Lin (2013) used Clarke’s (2009)

demands on eight pre-service English teachers

framework to analyze a student teacher ’s

in the final year of a four-year Bachelor of

identity transformation, and concluded that this

Education in Hong Kong in terms of discipline,

teacher’s identity transformation was primarily
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affected by her telos of teacher identity, her

discovered that college students or pre-service

substance, her authority sources and her self-

teachers were regarded as “big brothers or

practices.

big sisters” by elementary school students

To sum up, teachers’ professional identity

when they taught on the remedial education

can be categorized into different types;

program. Therefore, it is crucial to explore

however, there is no complete definition of a

how the collaboration between a university’s

language teacher’s professional identity. In this

language teacher education program and an

study, pre-service teachers’ professional identity

elementary school can influence pre-service

was defined as how they viewed themselves in

lang uage teachers’ professional identit y

terms of teaching remedial education. Teachers’

construction from the so-called “big brothers

professional identity can be constructed in

or big sisters” to “language teachers.”

discourse, in conflict, through authority sources,

Method

d

or through interaction with learners and content.

Teachers’ professional identity is not fixed and

The method chosen was a case study.

political contexts where identity in practice is

According to Merriam (2009), a case study

developed.

is an in-depth description and analysis of

jte
p

can be constructed in the social, cultural, and

Current empirical studies on pre-

a bou nded system. Yin (2008) def ines a

service and novice English teachers’ identity

case st udy as “an empirical inquir y that

construction mainly focus on the setting of

investigates a contemporary phenomenon

language teacher education programs (Lim,

within its real-life context, especially when

2011; Lin et al., 2012), practicum (Addiego,

the boundaries between phenomenon and

2013; Conroy, 2012; Dang, 2013; Garza-Reyna,

context are not clearly evident” (p. 18). This

2011; Nagamine, 2012; Nguyen, 2013; Kanno

study was carried out in a territory setting,

& Stuart, 2011), or first year of teaching (Xu,

a real-life context. The case was the English

2012). The Minist r y of Education (2011)

Te a ch i ng M at e r ia l s a nd Me t ho d s cl a s s

Figure 1. Pre-Service Teachers’ Identity in Practice Construction
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in a university and the analysis unit was

interactions with elementary school students

participants’ identity construction.

and the teacher.

This study used Clarke’s framework

Context and Participants

and outlines it in Figure 1 to analyze 32

T h e 32 p a r t i c i p a n t s i n t h i s s t u d y

identity construction and identity in practice

si mu lt a ne ou sly e n rol le d i n t he Eng l ish

through lesson design and the delivery of

Te a ch i ng M at e r ia l s a nd Me t ho d s cl a s s

English remedial education. These teachers’

as pa r t of a lang uage teacher educat ion

p r ofe s s i o n a l i d e n t i t y w a s c o n s t r u c t e d

program in a northern city in Taiwan. The

th rough both u niversit y and element ar y

participants comprised 28 females and four

school. Par ticipants’ identit y in practice

males with an average age of 21.3 years. The

was constructed through different revenues,

majority of the participants were English

i nclud i ng t he i nt ro d uc t ion of t he or ie s ,

majors and comprised 16 juniors and nine

resources, and instr uctional strategies on

seniors. Before this course, they took nine

remedial education, group lesson design,

courses related to English instruction, such

par ticipants’ ref lective practice, and the

as Introduction to TESOL Methodology or

instructor’s feedback in the teacher education

Designing English Learning Activities. The

prog ram i n the u n iversit y, pa r t icipants’

rest of the participants were three juniors

deliver y of remedial education, and their

f rom t he De pa r t me nt of E ducat ion a nd

jte
p

d

pre-service English teachers’ professional

Table 2.

Content of Remedial Education
Dates

Unit

Language Focus

March 17

2

dialogue/reading

March 24

2

Phonics

March 31

3

word instruction and sentence structure

April 7

3

dialogue/reading

April 14

3

Phonics

April 21

4

word instruction and sentence structure

April 28

4

dialogue/reading

May 5

4

Phonics

May 12

1

word instruction and sentence structure

May 19

1

dialogue/reading

May 26

1

Phonics
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Learning Technology, one senior from Special

Methods class, they revised their lesson plans

Education, two juniors from the Department

in the light of their team members’, Helen’s,

of Environmental and Cultural Resources,

and the instructor’s comments. These 32 pre-

and one student from mainland China.

service teachers were welcome to observe

The instructor in this English Teaching

other team’s remedial education. Each team

Materials and Methods class collaborated

was required brief ly to share their teaching

with an English teacher (Helen, pseudonym)

practice after their delivery of the remedial

in Molly Elementary School (pseudonym), an

education at the beginning of each English

urban elementary school in a city in northern

Teaching Materials and Methods class.

Taiwan. Of Helen’s students, five male and

Instruments

one female sixth-g rader needed English

Written metaphors, pre-service teachers’

school students were chosen to receive this

f i n al proje ct s , a nd i nt e r v iew prot o c ols

remedial education program because they

were the major instruments. Teachers often

were in the lowest 5% of their class in terms

use met aphors to descr ibe thei r beliefs,

of their English proficiency.

professions, and teaching practice (Huang &

jte
p

d

remedial education. These six elementary

The 32 pre-ser vice English teachers

Ariogul, 2006; Lin et al., 2012; Nagamine,

signed up for and took turns in teaching these

2012); therefore, metaphors are suggested for

six students every Monday at noon for 11

use by researchers and teacher educators to

weeks. Three participants signed up as a team

investigate, explore, and describe teachers’

and taught these six sixth-graders, but the

thinking, beliefs, values, and philosophies

last team consisted of only two pre-service

(Far rell, 2007; Munby, 1986). Metaphors

teachers. Each team first went to observe

are suggested for use as a reflection tool by

Helen’s instruction and became familiar with

teachers to examine their understanding of

the elementary school students’ background

their teaching and identity. Written metaphors

through discussing the lear ners’ prof iles

were used by the university instr uctor in

provided by Helen. Each team designed a

Huang and Ariogul (2006) to help participants

40-minute lesson plan on the given language

examine their understanding of their teaching

focus (words, sentence patterns, dialogue) of

and their identity, as well as to raise their

the assigned unit, as shown in Table 2. They

awareness of cu r r iculum k nowledge and

also discussed the lesson with their team

pedagogical content knowledge in pre-service

members, Helen, and the instructor of the

language teacher education. Therefore, in

college course. After they had practiced their

this study metaphors were used to provide

activity designs among their team members

a framework for understanding pre-service

and in the English Teaching Materials and

teachers’ perceptions of their own roles during

9
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the design and delivery of remedial education

Data Collection

and their professional identity. Pre-service
teachers were asked to write metaphors to

The researcher was the primar y

complete the sentence “When giving remedial

instrument of data collection and analysis

education to these elementary school students,

(Merriam, 2009). Data in this study included:

I am a/an ____.”

(1) w r it t e n m e t a p h o r s , (2) p r e - s e r v ic e

The second instr ument was the f inal

teachers’ final projects, and (3) an interview.

project. The final project included elementary

Data collection lasted for five months from

school students’ English learning profiles,

mid-February to mid-June in 2014.
On both the first and last day of the

conversation with group members and Helen,

semester, pre-service teachers were asked to

reflections in terms of areas they did well and

write metaphors. These teachers’ metaphors

would like to improve, and photos of their

were used to answer the first research

delivery of remedial education.

question, “What was the pre-service teachers’

d

lesson plans on remedial education,

Semi-structured interviews were used in

professional identity before and after this

this study in order to explore issues, probe

jte
p

English remedial education?”

and follow up on the responses and allow for

Documents are the elicitation of themes

interaction (Blaikie, 2000; Kvale, 1996). The

or content in a body of written or visual media

interview protocol was designed in two parts.

(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983; LeCompte

Questions in the first part were designed to

& Schensul, 1999). Documents as data have

gather each student teacher’s demographic

many advantages. First of all, documents

i nfor mation, academic backg rou nd, and

enable a researcher to obtain the language and

English teaching experience. The questions

words of informants. Documents can be an

in the second part were designed to gather

unobtrusive source of information and can be

st udent teachers’ experience in remedial

accessed at a time convenient to researchers

education and professional identity construction.

(Creswell, 2009). Pre-service teachers were

Two major questions were used to explore pre-

required to complete a final project. The

service teachers’ identity construction: “How

final projects were used to answer the second

did you view yourself after designing and

research question, “How was the pre-service

giving remedial education to these elementary

teachers’ professional identity constructed

school students?” and “How were you equipped

through this English remedial education?”

yourself with expertise for teaching remedial
education?”

10
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Figure 2. Data Analysis

Interviews are useful for investigating

metaphors, and interview data were

teachers’ insider perspectives on what they

transcribed into raw field notes. The data were

do, and especially why they do the things they

coded in the following three stages. First,

do (Bartels, 2005). The interview was used to

the researcher read through all the notes and

answer the second research question, “How

marked the data with a code (e.g., activities,

was the pre-service teachers’ professional

theories, etc.). Second, while reading through

identity constructed through this English

the codes, the researcher labeled tentative

remedial education?” Participants were

categories (e.g., university course, university

interviewed in groups of three to five and each

instructor, cooperative teacher, etc.). Finally,

interview lasted for an hour. A total of eight

the data were sorted into topics that reflected

interviews were conducted. Participants were

the research questions on the basis of their

interviewed at the end of the class in June.

relevance in Figure 2.
A high level of validit y is the goal

Data Analysis

of qualitative research. Peer examination

All names in this study are pseudonyms.

i s a n o t h e r s t r a t e g y fo r p r o m o t i n g t h e

When the data were collected, final projects,

validity of the study (Mer riam, 2009). A

11
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colleague who was familiar with language

themselves as “teachers.” Instead, they viewed

teacher education scanned the raw data and

themselves as “big brothers or sisters” (n=3),

assessed whether the findings were plausible.

“tutors” (n=2), “tutor” (n=1), and “helper”

Moreover, triangulation entails the use of

(n=1).

more than one method or source of data in

Pre-service teachers normally bring to

a research endeavor (Shank, 2006). In this

the teacher education program an internalized

st udy, t r iang ulati ng multiple sou rces of

identity from their past language learning

data (e.g., documents, interview, metaphors)

and teaching experience (Duff & Uchida,

added texture, depth, and multiple insights

1997). Some of the participants’ interviews

to an analysis and enhanced the validity or

and metaphors indicated that participants

credibility of the results.

possessed some beliefs about English teaching
before this English Teaching Materials and
Methods class, such as “I would design the

d

Results and Discussions

lessons based on students’ needs,” or “find
solutions to solve their learning difficulties.”

were discussed in terms of identity before

This held true for their professional identity

instruction, identity after instruction, and

as well. Participants’ professional identity

identity construction and transformation.

was related to their knowledge, pedagogical

jte
p

In the light of the data analysis, the results

expertise, and teacher-student relationship.

Identity before Instruction

Hence, teachers’ professional identity can

The written metaphors revealed that the

be constructed and involved in innumerable

majority of participants regarded themselves

daily decisions about content, instruction,

a s “ t e a c h e r s ” (n =10) o r “ b i g b r o t h e r s

assessment, interactions, and management in

and sisters” (n= 9), followed by “ t utors”

classrooms and pedagogy (Gao, 2010; Lin et

(n=5), “f r iends” (n=5), “helpers” (n= 4),

al., 2012).

“companions” (n=2), and “problem-solver”

Participants’ written metaphors revealed

(n=1). Tina wrote, “I viewed myself as a

t hat t hey had m i xed ident it ies a nd t hey

teacher and I would be fair, responsible, and

expected themselves to be “teachers and

enthusiastic about teaching. I would design

big brothers and sisters” or “teachers and

the lessons based on students’ needs.” Pam

friends,” as in Examples 1 and 2 below.

regarded herself as a helper as she claimed,

#1 Joyce claimed, “I played the role as

“I wanted to help students find their learning

both a teacher and a big sister. I would

strengths and weaknesses. I wanted to find

give academic support as a teacher and

solutions to solve their learning difficulties.”

life help as a big sister.”

None of those from other majors regarded

#2 Pamela wrote, “I hoped I could be

12
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like a big sister and friend, so I could get

#4 Patty wrote, “Through this remedial

closer to students. But I also wanted to be

education program, I not only helped

as professional in skills and knowledge

elementary school sixth-graders learn

as a teacher.”

English but also learned how to teach

Participants’ mixed identities in the written

English.”
#5 Amanda wrote, “I thought I served

Teachers’ professional identity is multiple and

as an assistant to the students and their

layered with the pre-service teachers’ multiple

English teacher. I was willing to provide

voices (Gao, 2010). Participants also showed

any additional help and instruction

their affective or emotional view of teaching

apart from their main English classes.”

(Addiego, 2013). T hey regarded English

Howeve r, t wo ju n ior s f r om t he

teachers as helpers, facilitators of learning,

Department of Environmental and Cultural

a n d a s o u r c e of s u p p o r t a n d g u id a n c e

Resources viewed themselves as an “English

for st udents. Lea r n i ng was v iewed as a

tutor” and “a big sister.” The par ticipant

collaborative act between teacher and student

from mainland China said, “I was still far

(Addiego, 2013). Hence, teachers’ professional

from being an English teacher. I had a lot to

identity was not unitary but multiple (Norton

learn about English teaching.” The written

Peirce, 1995; Varghese et al., 2005).

metaphors in this study demonstrated that

jte
p

d

metaphors accord with the previous studies.

participants’ identities had changed because

Identity after Instruction

of t hei r a ct u al expe r ience i n desig n i ng
a nd deliver i ng remed ial educat ion to

After they had designed and delivered

sixth-g raders. Their identit y was tightly

remedial education to elementar y school

intertwined with how they interact with and

sixth-graders, the metaphors written by the

learn from their experiences in this particular

major it y of par ticipants for professional

environment (Peercy, 2012). These pre-service

identity tended to be more professional such

teachers were given the opportunity to teach

as “an English teacher,” “a lesson designer,”

remedial education and such practice honed

“learn to teach English,” or “instruction” as in

their basic instructional skills. As Wenger

the following Examples 3, 4, and 5. They did

(1998) asserted, “Identity… is an experience

not have mixed identities.

and a display of competence” (p. 152).

#3 Jessie wrote, “I felt like being a
lesson designer and teacher. I had to

Identity Transformation and
Construction

t a k e l e a r n e r s’ d i f f e r e n t n e e d s ,
motivation, and proficiency levels into

During the interview, participants were

consideration when I desig ned my

asked “How were you equipped yourself with

lesson plan.”

13
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Figure 3.Identity-in-Practice Construction

learners’ profiles (n=15, 46.8%), as well as

They responded with types of factors and

the teacher collaborator’s comments (n=14,

sources that helped them to equip themselves

43.5%) and help in classroom management

with expertise. Figure 3 reveals participants’

(n=11, 34.3%). Fewer participants identified

identity in practice construction. Of all the

other factors that inf luenced their identity

factors, having lesson plans as guidelines

c o n s t r u c t io n i n cl u d i n g g r o u p wo r k o n

(n=28, 87.5%) influenced participants’ identity

teaching aids (n=8, 25%), classmates’ sharing

in practice the most, followed by activities

on their teaching experience on remedial

and theories taught in the English Teaching

education (n=7, 21.8%), their teaching practice

Materials and Methods class (n=25, 78.1%),

before delivering the remedial education (n=7,

making fun teaching aids to motivate learners

21.8%), online resources (n=5, 15.6%), and

(n=24, 75%), and group work on lesson plan

other classes taken in the university (n=4,

designs (n=23, 71.8%).

12.5%).

jte
p

expertise for teaching remedial education?”

More ove r, 56% pa r t icipa nt s (n =18)

First and foremost, participants felt that

regarded observing elementary school English

working with group members on designing the

teachers’ instruction and classroom practice

lesson plans helped them become competent

as helpf ul in const r ucting their identit y

teachers, because they were familiar with the

in practice. Other factors included sixth-

teaching procedure; as claimed by Ruby, “We

graders’ learning and attitude (n=17, 51.5%),

could know the steps of class more clearly. In

the instr uctor’s suggestions (n=16, 50%),

addition, we could do activities well in limited

14
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Figure 4.Lesson Plan on Sentence Patterns and Dialogues

Figure 5.Word Wall for Ten Black Dots Project

time,” and Mandy, “It was a blueprint for the

grammatical errors my students made during

class to predict the situation in the class and

the role play.”

I can make sure about teaching process.” All

Writing a lesson plan was crucial for

the participants’ lesson plans included 2W

English teachers, because writing made them

(warm-up and wrap-up) and 2P (presentation

think concretely and practically. Writing

and practice) except for Cindy’s lesson plan

down the lesson plans assures the teachers

as in Figure 4. Her lesson plan focused on

that they have planned all the procedures,

sentence pattern and dialogue instr uction

components, and materials appropriately (Ur,

and it included warm-up, presentation, and

2012). These pre-service English teachers’

two practices. Her team members, Anita,

identity was constructed in groups through

and the university instructor all suggested

continuously negotiating the lesson design,

that Cindy should include a wrap-up activity.

their own teaching and learning experience,

Cindy wrote in her ref lections in the final

and the teaching materials.

project “I should include a wrap-up activity

With regard to the university course, the

to end up my instruction. I could explain the

participants felt that theories and activities

15
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Figure 6.Comparison and Contrasts on Activities on Grammar Instruction
In this study, participants’ constructions

and Methods class helped them develop their

of the theor y-practice relationship were

professional identity and equipped them with

evidenced by the ways in which they talked

d

taught in this English Teaching Materials

about the usef ul ness a nd content of the

said, “I learned several activities like songs,

English Teaching Materials and Methods class

finger plays, drawings and more teaching

in the pre-service language teacher education

jte
p

competence for remedial education. Amy

aims to make my teaching more interesting.”

program. Participants felt that instructional

Diana claimed, “In this class, I learned some

strategies, activities, and theories in the

useful activities to apply in the lesson, such as

u n ive r sit y cou r se cou ld be appl ied a nd

surveys, craft making and gallery walking.”

con nected to real element a r y school

Diana said that she particularly liked the

classrooms and young learners. Hence, with

crafts for the picture book Ten Black Dots as

regard to the theory-practice relationship,

in Figure 5.

Peercy (2012) claims,
Pre-service teachers’ different

Different activities (i.e., a dancing

mach i ne, a red ball, a nd a blue ball) i n

interpretations of what is theoretical

g r a m ma r were i nt roduced i n cla ss, a nd

and what is practical in their teacher

participants were asked to use the theories

education programs could help uncover

to categorize these activities as in Figure

that teachers may construct their teacher

6. During the interview, Jimmy shared his

identities, in par t, in ways that are

thoughts as follows:

related to the experiences they are having

I tried hands-on activities in grammar

at the time in the different contexts,

instruction in class. After the activities,

settings, and processes that comprise

the instructor connected the theories to

their teacher education programs. (p. 25)

these hands-on activities. My professional

Pre-ser vice teachers const r ucted

identity was built through learning the

different understandings of the theory-practice

theories and practicing hands-on activities.

relationship of pre-service programs.

16
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Figure 7.Board Game for Review Exercises

Figure 8.Teaching Aid for Phonics Instruction

Furthermore, making teaching aids with

said, “Through observing the English teacher’s

participants helped the participants build

performance, we could apply some of the

competence and develop their professional

approaches to our teaching, such as board

identity, too. Ann said, “Teaching materials

games, songs and chants.” Frank also said,

attracted students' attention, and helped me

“Through observing our peers, we saw the

and other members easily and effectively

strengths and weaknesses of other teaching

d el i ve r r e m e d i a l e d u c a t io n .” Fig u r e 7

plans.” Below is Ivy’s note on her observations.

illustrates the teaching aid for a board game

Ivy’s Observations:

used for the review exercise.

Strengths of the instruction

Figure 8 illustrates the teaching aid for

1. The teacher designed lots of activities

phonics instruction. Participants asked the

t o g ive st ude nt s a n opp or t u n it y t o

elementary school students to practice the

practice the words.

sound, “oy,” as in joy, enjoy, or boy.

2. The teacher could remember all the

Ne x t , p a r t i c i p a n t s b e n ef it e d f r o m

st ude nt s’ na me. T h is su r pr ised me

observing English teachers’ classes. Emily

because I rarely remember all the students’

17
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names.

Group members, the university instructor,
and the teacher collaborator also inf luenced

Wea k nesses of t he i n st r uct ion a nd

participants’ professional identity, particularly

Suggestions
1. When the teacher checked students’

th rough sharing inst r uctional st rategies,

answers on the worksheet, st udents

providing feedback, serving as a role model,

changed their answers into the correct

and supporting one another in Examples 6, 7,

ones. I think there was a good way to

and 8 as follows:
#6 Wendy said, “When designing lesson

ask students to exchange their worksheets

plans and teaching aids, group members

with their classmates.

brainstormed different ideas. During

2. When the students tried to make a

the teaching practice before delivering

sentence by using the word they had,

remedial education, my group members

some of students couldn’t make a correct

gave me constructive feedback. Moreover,

sentence. The teacher could give them

we discussed what might happen during

some examples on the blackboard.

the remedial education and thought of

Observing experienced teachers could

some ways to solve these problems.”

jte
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deal with this problem. The teacher could

help pre-service teachers and student teachers

#7 Jack said, “Our professor provided us

gain practical classroom practice, apply

with many essential teaching experiences

theor y and teachi ng ideas, expand thei r

and showed faith in our teaching by

awareness of how to set goals, articulate,

motivating us and providing feedback

and ref lect on their own teaching practice

prior to and after teaching.”

and philosophies (Trent, 2010). In this study,

#8 Ina said, “The cooperating teacher

Emily’s and Fran k’s inter view and Iv y’s

provided us with abundant feedback

observation notes revealed the participants’

after our teaching, supported us during

expectation of English instruction including

teaching and motivated us in any way

activity designs, classroom management,

she could. Her passion and perseverance

correcting issues, lesson plan designs, or

towards teaching English served as a

modeling. Their statements showed their

model to us who are still on our way to

beliefs about what elementary schools demand

becoming successful English teachers.”

of them as competent English teachers. Pre-

Ide nt it y is a con st a nt posit ion i ng,

service English teachers could try to align

simultaneously pushed by multiple discourses

themselves with exemplary English teachers,

(Gao, 2010). Identity is dynamic and can

and such alignment could ref lect exemplar-

be constr ucted as a result of individuals’

based identity, referring to representative

interaction with others in the environment

examples of social entities (Xu, 2012).

(Abednia, 2012). In this study, participants’
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professional identity was inf luenced by and

then they practice the dialogue with each

constructed through interaction with group

other” or “Students read the dialogue

members, the university instructor, and the

t wice. The f irst time is reading and

teacher collaborator.

answering the teacher’s questions. The

The learners’ profiles in Table 3 provided

second time is to ask students to read the
whole dialogue by themselves.”

elementary school students. In Table 3, Danny

Moreover, the participants felt that other

levels, needs, and characteristics.” had basic

classmates’ sharing of their previous teaching

skills in sentence substitution and recognition,

experience with these elementar y school

but Bob had problems with sounding out

sixth-graders was helpful. Lily said, “Other

words, sentence substitution and recognition.

classmates who taught the remedial class

Therefore, Lucy said, “The profiles provided

shared their experiences, so that I could

me with guidelines to design activities based

k now the st udents' lear ning attit ude and

on these students’ proficiency levels, needs,

performance.”

and characteristics.”

Pedagogical tasks, “the identity of teachers

and students as text” should be used to foster

jte
p

Lucy further explained:

d

participants with background knowledge of the

The activities for remedial education

critical transfor mative language teachers

that I designed aimed to help learners

(Barnawi, 2010, p. 113). It refers to a “teacher’s

be familiar with sentence substitute and

identity as textual resources, co-constructed

recognitions, such as “Students make

with students and potentially deployed in

sentences according to their pictures,

transformative ways that invigorate course

Table 3.

Samples of Learners’ Profiles

English Proficiency and Performance

Personalities

Danny

He is always late for class. His grades He has less conf idence and needs to be
are usually between 50 and 60. He has encouraged.
basic skills in sentence substitute and
recognition.

Bob

He is weak in sounding out words. He is straight forwarded. If he is unwilling
He writes very slowly. His grades are to do the assignment, he says it directly.
usually between 30 and 40. He has
difficulties in sentence substitute and
recognition.
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content and meaning making” (Morgan, 2009,

English Teaching Materials and Methods

p.91). Therefore, these sixth-graders’ English

class into practice, but also from participating

learning background, and their attitude toward

in a specific social context and engaging in

English learning influenced the participants’

particular types of activities and processes,

decision-making on content and activities

design, and deliver y of English remedial

designed for remedial education.

education. These personal and professional

Finally, sixth-graders’ learning during

experiences and perceptions are critical to the

and attitude toward the delivery of remedial

development of meaningful teaching practices

e d u c at io n i n f lu e n c e d t he p a r t ic ip a nt s’

for pre-service teachers (Gao, 2010).

professional identity. Zoe wrote in her final

Discussion and Implications

report, “It was my first time teaching remedial
education and teaching with a small number

This study explored 32 pre-service English

graders worked hard in lear ning English.

teachers’ professional identity construction

Their strong engagement in class activities

through lesson design and the delivery of

motivated me passionately to teach.” Yvonne

remedial education to six sixth-graders of

and Vicky were also encouraged when these

an elementary school in a language teacher

sixth-graders made progress, as they wrote,

education prog ram in a nor ther n cit y in

“Danny read aloud the text and said to me,

Taiwan. This study has two major findings

‘Teacher, I made it.’ I was excited and proud

in ter ms of dy namic identit y and social

of him.” Sharon wrote in the final project as

construction.

follows:

Dynamic Identity

jte
p

d

of learners. I was touched when these sixth-

N o t o n l y we r e we r e w a r d e d w i t h

First, this study found that these pre-

unforgettable teaching experiences but

service English teachers’ professional identity

the precious memories of interaction

was not fixed, but dynamic. Language teacher

with students, and also the fun we had

development is “socially situated and socially

together were priceless. It felt great

mediated, non-linear, dialogic, and without an

knowing that we could somehow provide

endpoint” (Golombek & Johnson, 2004, p. 323).

extra help and motivate students to learn

Pre-service teacher development is especially

English perhaps in the long term. What

dynamic because these teachers are in the early

an extraordinary experience and great

stage of their identity construction as teachers,

accomplishment!

are interacting with a variety of settings and

These pre-service teachers’ learning and

experiences, and are tested by different images

identity were constructed not only through

of themselves as teachers (Peercy, 2012). This

translating knowledge and theories from the
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study showed that the identity of the majority

practice, lesson plan, and teaching aid designs).

of the participating teachers was transformed

This f itted Lim’s (2011) obser vation that

from being an English teacher, a big sister,

Korean student teachers’ identity development

or brother, to being an English teacher. This

was located at the site of interaction between

type of professional identity transformation

the knowledge experience continuum (source)

was related to the participants’ knowledge,

and the institutional practice-personal quality

pedagogical expertise, and teacher-student

continuum (subject).

relationship. Hence, teacher identity formation

Of all the above-mentioned factors, in

is a process of negotiation between different

this study “having lesson plans as guidelines”

conceptions of teaching (Dang, 2013).

inf luenced participants’ identity in practice
the most, followed by “activities and theories

teachers develop their professional identity,

taught in this English Teaching Materials

metaphors are suggested for use as reflective

a nd Met ho d s cla s s ,” a nd “ m a k i ng eye -

tools to discuss and analyze their professional

catching teaching aids to motivate learners.”

identity throughout the language teacher

Such identity construction was inf luenced

education prog ram. Pre -ser vice English

by the universit y and elementar y school

teachers can develop their professional identity

discourses. That is, the formation of the pre-

and competence through interaction with

service teachers’ professional identity is an

other people and technologies. They can raise

ongoing process negotiated and promoted

awareness of their teaching beliefs, values,

by institutional and social practice. Friesen

philosophies, and practical knowledge (Huang

and Besley (2013) studied 109 New Zealand

& Ariogul, 2006; Nagamine, 2012)

student teachers' identity development, and

jte
p
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In order to help pre-ser vice English

recommend that initial teacher education

Identity Construction in Social Context

programs should provide student teachers with

Second, this study also revealed that the

opportunities to explore their personal identity

participants’ identity was constructed and

in conjunction with learning the values and

transformed in the process of designing and

norms associated with the teaching profession.

delivering English remedial education. Such

Such a self-categorization process could lead

identity construction was closely interrelated

student teachers to develop their professional

with their substance (meeting sixth graders’

identity.

ne e d s a nd helpi ng t he m e njoy lea r n i ng

Trent (2010) claimed that supporting

English), their authority source (university

teachers and teacher educators all play a

course, university instructor, collaborative

crucial role in shaping pre-service teachers’

t ea che r, t ea m membe r s, cla ssroom

experiences and identity, so they should be

obser vation), and self-practice (teaching

invited to voice their opinions. Therefore,
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in order to construct pre-service elementary

identit y in pre-ser vice lang uage teacher

school English teachers’ professional identity

education. The findings of this study provided

through the design and delivery of English

lang uage teacher education prog rams

remedial education, other stakeholders such

and school districts with a framework for

as collaborative teachers, administrators,

i nteg rat ion of ident it y const r uct ion and

and other English teachers in collaborative

met aphor a nalysis for potent ial English

elementary schools should be invited to write

teachers during their design and delivery of

metaphors for English remedial education and

remedial education. The findings could be

teachers.

used to advocate identity construction to a
broader English teacher community both

Conclusion

locally and globally.
This study has two limitations. First,
as the number of the par ticipants in this

e l e m e n t a r y s c h o o l E n g l i s h t e a c h e r s’

st udy was ver y small (32), the f i ndi ngs

metaphors, f inal projects, and inter views

could not be generalized to a larger English

t o e x p l o r e t h e i r p r of e s s i o n a l i d e n t i t y

teacher population. However, triangulated

construction through lesson design and the

data collection could be used to explain

delivery of English remedial education to six

t he const r uct ion of pre -ser v ice English

sixth-graders in Molly Elementary School in

teachers’ identity construction in an English

a northern city in Taiwan. These participants’

Teaching Materials and Methods class in

professional identity was constructed from

a teacher education program. The second

being an English teacher and a big brother

limitation is related to the duration of this

or sister to simply being an English teacher.

study. The researcher could only describe her

Such identified construction was interrelated

participants’ experience during the course

with substance, authority source, and self-

along with their design and delivery of English

practice. The findings of this study support

remedial education. She could not tell whether

those of He and Lin (2013) in that language

their professional identity would continue to

teachers’ professional identity is constructed

evolve and what their identity would become

in social context, in identity in practice, and

du r i ng t he rest of t he la ng u age teacher

between theor y and practice. In order to

education program.

jte
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This st udy analyzed 32 pre-ser vice

make English teachers’ identity construction

This study focused only on 32 pre-service

in dynamic and social context, suggestions

English teachers’ identity construction through

were provided, including the integration of

lesson design and the delivery of remedial

metaphor analysis, identity construction, and

education among sixth-graders in an elementary

stakeholders’ beliefs about English teachers’

school. Teachers’ professional identity is
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constructed and transformed in social, cultural,

overview of issues in the literature and

and political contexts. Teachers’ teaching

i mplicat ion s for teacher educat ion.

context (i.e., the classroom and school culture)

Cambridge Journal of Education, 39(2),

has a strong influence on their knowledge base

175-189. doi:10.1080/03057640902902252

and identity formation (Beijaard et al., 2000). A

Beijaard, D. (1995). Teachers’ prior experiences

further study should be completed in different

and actual perceptions of professional

elementary schools to compare and contrast the

identity. Teachers and Teaching: Theory

influence of different educational settings on pre-

and Practice, 1(2), 281-294. doi:10.1080/

service English teachers’ identity construction.

1354060950010209
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